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		"Great for beginners -- even if you don't know object-oriented programming, you can learn from examples on the 'Net and be on your way very soon. You will be able to confidently build apps that rival the ones included by Apple itself."-- Josh Content, iPhone Developer

		

		Developers everywhere are eager to create applications for the iPhone, and many of them prefer the open source, community-developed tool chain to Apple's own toolkit. In this new edition of iPhone Open Application Development, author Jonathan Zdziarski covers the latest version of the open toolkit -- now updated for Apple's iPhone 2.x software and iPhone 3G -- and explains in clear language how to create applications using Objective-C and the iPhone API.

		

		Zdziarski, who cracked the iPhone code and built the first fully-functional application with the open toolkit, includes detailed recipes and complete examples for graphics and audio programming, games programming with the CoreSurfaces and CoreImage interfaces, working with iTunes, and using sensors. With the open toolkit and this book, you can build iPhone applications that:

		
			Display status bars, preference tables, and other standard elements of the iPhone user interface
	
			Play pre-recorded files or program-generated sounds
	
			Read and write plain text files and HTML files, including pages from the Web, and control display elements, such as scrollbars
	
			Read and respond to changes in orientation when the user turns the phone around


	
		And more. The first edition of this book developed an instant following and became the center of a movement. The second edition of iPhone Open Application Development will make this open source toolkit an indispensable part of iPhone application development.
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Open Source for Windows Administrators (Administrator's Advantage Series)Charles River, 2005
The Most Comprehensive Reference on Open Source Apps for Windows Users!
This book introduces Microsoft® Windows® administrators to the world of Open Source applications in order to save time and money. It provides readers with information and techniques for using the appropriate Open Source applications in a variety of situations, such...
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Linux for Programmers and UsersPrentice Hall, 2006
This book is an outgrowth of the popularity of Linux. Its original version, UNIX for Programmers and Users, written by Graham and updated in subsequent editions by King has been widely used in classroom settings and is popular with professionals new to UNIX or UNIX programming. The increasing...
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ALGORITHMS FOR LINEAR-QUADRATIC OPTIMIZATIONCRC Press, 1996

	Linear-quadratic optimization is one of the most exciting topics in the con trol engineering literature of recent decades. The interest in linear optimal dynamical systems, and especially in those with quadratic cost functional, can be explained by both the richness of properties these systems possess, and the pragmatic value and physical...
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Java Programming with Oracle JDBCO'Reilly, 2001
Learn how to leverage JDBC, a key Java technology used to access relational data from Java programs, in an Oracle environment. Author Donald Bales begins by teaching you the mysteries of establishing database connections, and how to issue SQL queries and get results back. You'll move on to advanced topics such as streaming large objects, calling...
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Frommer's Portable Cayman IslandsFrommers, 2009
See the very best of the Cayman Islands

On the beach at a fine resort or in the ocean petting a stingray, our expert authors guide you to your best Cayman Islands experience.

	
    Detailed maps throughout

    
	
    Exact prices, directions, opening hours,and other practical information
...
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Atlas of Cardiac Surgical Techniques: A Volume in the Surgical Techniques Atlas SeriesElsevier Limited, 2018

	
		Get expert, step-by-step guidance on a wide variety of both open and interventional cardiac surgical techniques. Atlas of Cardiac Surgical Techniques, 2nd Edition, helps you expand your surgical repertoire and hone your skills with a vividly illustrated, easy-to-navigate text, procedural videos online, and pearls and...
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